Exclamation Pints

Puzzled Pint is turning 10 and I’m so excited I can’t stop shouting! I’m amazed that the event has
spread from just Portland to over 80 cities throughout the world!! And I am grateful to the hundreds
of volunteers who serve as Game Control to make it all happen!!!

It’s about puzzles!! Solve the following:
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1. What Cinderella left behind (15 7)
2. Collection of maps in a book (5)
3. What bees do (4)
4. Bake sale, silent auction, or telethon (10)
5. Very, very tall and large people (6)
6. Second Imperial Chinese dynasty (3)
7. Reheated food from yesterday’s dinner (9)
8. ____ warm (tepid) (4)
9.You shuffle, cut, and deal them (7 5)
10. Having the tendency to be nosy or prying (6)
11. Large striped felines (6)
12. Broadway award or word meaning posh (4)
13. Famous music festival of 1969 (9)
14. Like tree trunks but not flower stems (5)
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It’s about beer!! Fill the pint glasses with your answers.
It’s about friends!! Cut out the square, then connect
the three famous pairs of friends: use a straightedge
to carefully draw a line between the dots of their
exclamation points. Then, starting with the longest line
and ending with the shortest, mountain-fold along
each line you’ve drawn (i.e. the pints should end up on
the outside). Finally, make two more folds, such that
each lone individual gets joined up with a team.
It’s about done!! Separate the two layers slightly by
sliding a finger between them, and squeeze the sides
gently. Hold the object so that you’re looking at the
side with the double exclamation points.
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Follow the exclamatory instructions that you have
written there.
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